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Issue 617

ABC Setting'
Lectures For Nov.

UM Dives ts $ 7 Million
by Kevin Kleine
managing editor
In less than a year the University of Missouri has divested a 12
percent of it holdings in companies doing business in South
Africa as part of a five -year plan
implemented last January. '
. The university's investments
in .South African companies
declined from $65 million in
Dec,1987 to a current figure of
$58 million.
.
Originally , the university had
a policy of investing only in companies adhering to the Sullivan
Principles.
When the new plan was
implemented , UM President C.
Peter Magrath said there were
three compelling reasons for
the dives tment.
• "The decision to further
divest flows logically from the
1985 poli cy and affirms aconcern
for the social and moral
implications of the University of
Missouri's investment policy."
• " The policies of the state of
Missouri, and many other states
and the nation , are based on an
emerging concensus that the
South African racial and political
situatio n must change "
• "The univerSity of Missouri
in 1987 is unequivocally commit-

U. Program
Board Under
SGA -'5 Fire

ted to equality of opportunity and
to minority education and this
action sends an indired but
exceedingly powerful message
about our commitment"
Protests of the university's
poliCies sparked the whole
divestment movement over two
years ago, but t he protesters
have been s ilent and the shanties
that symbolized the plight of
South African blacks have been
removed from UM campus quadrangles, according to Bob Samples, assistant director of
university
relations
in
Columbia.
"The issue has cooled down since
the activists got what they wanted," Samples said. "We 'r e pretty
hiiPPY with the progress so far. "
Currently, the university has
about $643 million in total
investments. The South African
investments represent 11.2 percent of those monies. Treasurer
Don Holm said that the report
was based on retirement and
endowment trust fund figure
from De c. 31, 1987 to June 30,
1988.
Specifically , the UM policy
states:
l.That five yea rs from Jan. 1,
1988, the University of Missouri
, will no longer have investment in
com pani es with holding su bstantial
investments
i!l South

The ABC hopes this program will
bridge the gap with the students,
reporter
" It is our hope to create more
involvement by starting this proIn the spirit of Chancellor
gram," said Darick Williams , politiMarguerite Barnett's Partnerships
cal spokesman for the ABC.
for Progress program , a student
The ABC's mission in this parorganization on the UM-St. Louis
ticular program, Jones said , is to
campus is implementing its own
present positive black role models
com munity outreach program .
in the community.
The
Association
of
Black
"We want the community to know
Collegians , along with Rochelle
that there are more great black peoDeClue, assistant director of
ple than just Book er T. Washington
admissions, will start what it hopes
and Martin Luth er King ," Jones
will be a successful operation for
said
promoting positive ideas in the
The ABC is also delivering a
black community.
message
of
confidence
and
Lectures on' the need for black s to
strength.
continue their education will be
"We also want to teach yo unger
given starting the second week in
people perserv era nce," Jones said.
November for students at Vashon,
"We want to put in the minds of
Southwest, Sumner and Soldan high . students that they can get past any
schools in St. Louis.
obstacle. "
"We want to stress to these
The ABC will spend about $1,000
students the importance of going to
this semester for the program.
college," said Veronica Jones pr esiMany people on campus say th e
dent of the ABC ."If not at UM-St.
program is a step in the right direc- '
Louis, then any school."
tion for the organization . The ABC
The ABC has had problems in the
will work side by side wit h DeClue,
past with student involvement on
who has vowed to give a good
campus , Many of the bl ack students
amount of time to the proj ect.
fee l
misrepresented
by
the
In the spring, t he organization
organization.
hopes to branch out to eighth"I don 't think that we are well repgraders and students in the county
resented," said Sonya Washington ,
schools.
junior majoring
in
Bu s iness
Administration. "If our beliefs don 't
See ABC, page 3
match theirs [ABC's] then they
won't have anyt hing to do with us."
by Terence Small

BURNED
i
,
nsupportofthepeopleof
South Africa was claimed by arson two years ago on the UM-St.
Louis comm~ns. The university has begun to divest it holdings in
companies doing business in South Africa.
is completed in 1993.
Africa.
3. That the definition of "substan. 2. That the university's current
tial investment" in South Africa
poli cy for non-Sullivan signatory
companies co ntinues as operaSee UM, page 3
tive until the phased divestment

E lection A Concern T o Women
by Cathy Dey
associate news editor

How women affect and will be
afJect.ed by the upcoming presidenmanagi!l~ .editor
. Hal 8J\d ' the eke ions wa~ the
theme of a "Wom en and Politics"
Student Government Association conference held at UM-St. Louis last
President Jerry Berhorst held an Sat urd ay .
Topics
presented
emergency meeting of the Execu- included the abortion, problems of
tive Committee last Sunday to settle minority women, political camwhat the SGA sees as a serious prob- paigns ~nd how women. can have"an
lem with how the University Pro- impact on elections.
gram Board is run.
Jo Freeman. Ph.D ., author of
The UPB is the bod y of st udents
numerous books on women, politics
that, se lect s and prom otes e nter- aRd feminism , spoke of the historitainment on campus such as the con- cal background that led to t he
certs in the Wednesday Noon Live
polarization
of
women's
series. The UPB is in itself like a
club, but in actuality is a standin g
committee of st udent government.
Therefore. the UPB has a responibility to SGA which Berhorst
plans to bring more in line with st udent wishes.
Last year. the UBP suffe-red from
la ck of ~embers and eventually was
disbanded over the summer. About
20 stu dents have applied this year to
be on the board which has 15 seats
avai lable .
The controversy surrounding the
issue stems fom the fact that no
members of last year's program
board were present this year to
choose a new UBP chair as their
constitution says.
" Last week we found that Dave
Thom as on (Student Services Coo rdinator and adviser' to UPB)
organized sub chairs, but no single
Debbie Heller, soph.
chair" Berhorst said. " So there is
no stude nt hea din g a standing comDukakis. He wants to increase
mittee of SGA. '·
money toward SChools. And
BerhDrst exp lained it was agreed
he's a people type of person.
that SGA , Director of Student ActivHe wants to help the middle
ities Rick Blanton and a neutral
class; he doesn't want to
third party would r eb-ui ld the UPB
make the rich richer.
and hav e it report monthly to SGA,
but no one contac ted Berhorst about
the r eorga nizati on. " I didn't know
about it until some peop le that are
the sub-chairs expressed objections
to how things were being run ,"
Berhorst said. "That's part of my
by Steve Ward
gripe ; we were never allowed to be
news editor
part of it. "
"We're currently operating as
The lasftime the Current conducclose as we ca n to our constitution
ted an informal poll , its reporters
that was estab lished in 1987 ,"
were greeted with blank stares. No
Thomason said . "As far as I've
one seemed to know that the Mark
determined. the constitution does
Tv.'ain Building was on Campu.s,
not grant th'em that right. It states
much less that there was goingto be
See SGA, page 7
a vote to renovate it.
by Kevin .Kleine

mov ements in the two political
parties-with democrats being seen
as pro-feminist and republicans as
anti-feminist. Freeman stated in
her address •. American Politics
and be Fu Ute of Feminism", tbat
t his wa not alwa
th e ease,
however.
According to Freeman, feminism
was originally identified with tbe
'Republican Part_ for two basic
reasons. One was that republicans
were stronger supporters of t he suffrage amendment. The other was
that t he intense debate about the
proposed Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA). written in 1921 , deeply
di vided the two major parties on

women's issues.
Freeman said that. as the ERA\
debate was waged over decades,
women's groups began splitting
from the fe minist movement and
pposing the pro 9Sild amendmen .
"By the 1960's, fe m in ism as any kind
of a polit ical movement was dead,"
Freeman said , But this changed
with the formation of the National
Organization for. Women (NOW),
which caused a great deal of activity
in 1972 by sending representatives
to party conventions to push for
the ERA.
It was during this time that the
feminist movement began switching its support io the democratic

Dukakis) or ....cp

Opinion:

Blo~nt ,

Jamal AI Kobri, sr.

Todd

jr.

Bush for two reasons. First I
had a chance to meet him.
Secondly, I would like to go
with the president who has
the most experien ce.

Dukakis. I don't understand
how the Republicans can
raise revenue with the deficit
the way it is. I n order to raise
re ve nue you have to increase
taxes. Bush promised not to
increase taxes.

side, according to Freeman, She
cited differences in the ways in
which the two parties selected
delegates to political conventions .
While democrats had made
specificatio s . that delegates t
party conventions should be proportional to the mix in society with respect to age, sex. and race;
republicans had no such rules.
"The Republican Party was facing
a civil war because of the defeat of
Goldwater , and later. the disgrace
of Gerald Ford," Freeman said. She

$ 30 0 )00 0

Give n 1'0
U/WSL
by Tom Kovach

sports editor

Stanley C. Pace, chairman and
chi ef exc utive officier of General
Dynamics presented a gift to Chance llor Marguerite Barnett of $300 .000 towards Acce ss to Success , a
program designed to challenge
gr ades six through eight in the Normandy, Wellston and University
City schoo l di stricts who excel in
are
See WOMEN, page 3 math and science bu t
economically dis advantaged.
"Students are to exper ience concentrated highly advanced co urses
over a seven year period as they
move from their middle school ye ar
to high school ," Barnett said. "This
is the kind of amb itiou s program
needed to meet the nation 's demand
for scientists as we stand on the
threshold
of
a
technologcal
explosion ...
Last Thursday. 270 st ud ents from
all three school districts were at the
J .C. Penny building. work in g on
on
prob ablit y
and
probl ems
momentum. UM-St, Louis fac ulty
and teacher education studen ts will
assist in developing academic
activities.
"This program provides a rare
opportunty to our scho ol fa culty and
senior students to become engaged
with the public sc hool s in a very
direct way and to be perceived as
Areefa Hamdah, jr.
being of direct aid ." sa id Donald
Robinson dean of the School of
After seeing the debates and
. Education.
everything, I'm having second
Doris Trojak . a professor of
ideas. I don't know if I am
science education in the elementary
goingto vote anymore. I wantand early educati on department has
ed somebody else, but that
been named t he director of the
somebody didn't make it all
project.
the way up.
"Th e re is a growing understanding and conc ern abo ut the quality of
educatiori of our youth. These
expectations mu s t be realized at the
nati onal level and the local level,"
Pace sai d. "His a program that
builds bridges . The principal
Many of the people who back the
resason is the bridge from ' the
Bush-Quayle
ticket
cite
the
university to the stUdents. That
republican 's stand on defense and
bridge will prepar e themselves for
the ir experience with the national
the future and their caree r ."
economy .
Pace later was awarded the Chan"1 like [Bush 'sl views as far as his
cellor's Med alli on: the highest
defense plans ," Wayne Klenke.
award of recognition that UM-St.
See POLL, page 3 Louis can present to an individual in
the community.

UMSL Presidential Vote Deadlocked
But whe n the Current went to the
University Center to find out Who
people planned to vote for in the
general election Nov. 8, nearly
everyone had an answer. There was
one person who thought that
Michael Dukakis was a senator from
Massac husetts but at least she knew
he was in the rlice for the presidency.

CAMPUS

INSIDE
CALENDAR . .... . .
FEATURES . .. ... . '
SPORTS ....... ...
EDITORIALS . .. ...
IDEAS ....... . , . . .
CLASSIFIEDS . . .. .

For tbepaslmonth the candidates
for the two top spots in the land have
been stumping Missouri , calling it
an "important battleground" and a
swing state. Regardless of the fact
that they say that everywhere they
go , the poll the Current conducted
shows that the decision is still up in
the air : Bush and Dukaki s are in a
dead heat.

MALAYSIAN
page
page
page
page
page
page

2
4
6
8
9
7

WEDDING

I

Malaysian student group
performs a traditional Ber"
sanding
during
International Week.

See page 4

SHOOTING
THE STARS

FOR

The men's soccer team
wins two more on the
road .

See page 6

REMINDER
Friday, October 28 is the
last day to apply for campus jobs: ' administrative,
secretarial, custodial and
others. Contact the Human
Resources
Department,
553-5926.
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."The United Stat~s and the Developing World". j s the theme for
the 15th Annual ConfElrence on International Relations , spon··sored ,by tIle tJM· St. Louis Genter for International Studies, the
. S.cbQol of Edu<!ation, .an-d Gontinuing Elducation-Extension. The
program is designed for elementary and secondpry social studies
educatQ·r s.
The conference will b.e held at 3:30 p.m. on the UM-St. Louis
¢ampus, ~O()lNaturalBridge Road.
.
_ . A recent study sbows that though America.n s are concerned
abQllt th~ Third World and its problems, they .know little about ·
. these countrieS 01' U.S. policy toward them. Through lectures and
workshflps led by .experts, universHy scholarS and classroom
teachers, the UM-St. Louis program will help partiCipants understand the · Third World's growing impact outhe U.S. and will
. examine development as .a social, economic, .and political
process.
. For more infor,mation, call Joe Williams at 553-5961.
.

.

.,

.

tilluing ~ducati(}n·ExJ.ensioJl, and ' Uruv~r.-sity ~~ension -gfflJlt,
will challenge that convention. More than ~50 black leaders wil t ·
meet this month to start developing soil,ltions and an action plan
which will address specific needs of the community.
Speaker·s for the Oct. :29 session will be Les Brown, a
motivational speaker from Detroit, and Rep. William L. Clay, D,St. Loujs. Brown has {,resented programs on per'simaJ. qevelopment for Proctor and Gamble, the D'ef@nse Department,
McDonaWs and numerou.s other Fortune 500 companies.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29
• International Studies Conference: "U,S. .Economic Security mterest in Asia-Pacific Regions" will be' the topic of the 10th
Annual National Strategy Confere.ncepresented by the tIM-St.
Louis Center for International Studies in tbe J.e. Penney Building. William Clark Jr. U.S. principaJ depcuty asSistant secretary
for East Asian and Pacjfic Affairs, will be the keynote speaker.
For more information, call 553-.5755.

information, " :
.. •
.
.Ma$cs in celel;iFalic.n Qf Cathali.~ p .e .ast Day win b:e he-Id ir'om
. :12:.3Mo 1:I~ p.m. in J. C.. Penlley, Everyo{le is. ijlvH.e d ..

_ ALPS: Changing t he Rliles: Hl iUn..,. 2 p,m., '1 p.m.; <},l1ld Th-ur.sday
at lla.ru.. and~ v.m" A26~fl1inute fUm featl1ring BONald R-eagan
Jr.,wiU disc.us~hoW the AIDS virus is tr,~!)st.nitte.d aNd t;he
methods ofprote(}tjon availabie to sexua1~y active perSONS. ·CUndom. llse is .~rapMeaUy demonstra,t ed. Olfl Th.U'rsday-fr~m 12:30 to
. 1:3{) p.m " Denny f,jise.nby of tb,e UM~:St . Lou~s ,psychology deJ'lart. ment win facilitate;a discussi.on ,on ,t h·e film and ,anSwer any ques. tions. The Hlm anddis.cussiion' wiU be held in 211 .clark HaIL For
roto te hlf9rmation; c~J1 5S·3.·-5:3JW.

• N amsadang: A troupe of Korean' folk musicians, .pUpPfteers<'
and masked dancers on apost-Olymplc tourwill perfOcrm at 8 p.m.. .
at the SL Louis Art Museum. The event is co-spc;msor'e d by the
UM-St. Louis Center for International stUdies. Tickets are Utifar
the general public; $5 for studentI' with valid ID, Dr $7.50 for
spnsoring organization members.
.

.Nu.l"Semflllager.~, ,admjnis~l',ators .an-d 'e du.cators wIll learn
,about currentf~nanclaiPlann,i;n.gand:s.pedfic ways ,i n wh~;chnJ;lrs":
ing. pers~nnelmay plan ,and budget effe.c tively .at Financial
Man~gemelitforNurses. ,e onference 'S.<!heduled from 8:.30 .a.m.
to 4 : 30p.m ~ 9flWedltes.day, Thursd,ay) November 2 ami 3) .a t UM- '
$t: lAJUi,s r 8J~(1l Natux.al Bridge ~ad .

MONDAY~

The eOi1f~rence ~' ~ponsQred by the S;chool of Nur:sin:g and CQ.1llinuingEdu:cat.,ioll-J!!Xfimsion, will fea:trure Nanette Gotldard, RN,
MS, ~urrent}y presidellt,af,N;L. Goddard Management fiesQul'c es .
in Houston,JI'exas .. Gondara wiU discuss .a v arlety .Qf topics ·ori
.b udgeting, stij,ffing~nd fiilim·d al manag:ement.
'

OCTOBER 31 .

SATUR.DAY, OCTOBER 29.
• The St. Louis Black Leadership Forum will hold its first session from 9 a.m. to 3:30p;m. , in the J.C. Penney Building.
Problems associated witb the black community in the metropolitan St. Louis area are often talked about, but little is
actually done to meet the needs of residents. However, the St.
Louis Black Leadership Forum, funded by a UM-St. Louis , Con-

e,xtra fi.h~rreialm.~'C},~. Th~disCllssio~ wU1:run n:o~12:30 to .q<>
p.m. and is qetq .i'n 211 Clark Halt Can 5'53-53'/lO for more;

WEDNESiDAV, NOVEMBE'R 2

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28 . ,
.There wiJI bea.IHsabled Students Union CDSU) meeting at 1:0Q
p.m. held in 225 JCP. They wlll finalize their plans for Awareness
Day. Please plan to attend.
.
• Lecture and demonstrati~n by Namsandang: Korean folk
music, puppertry and masked dance. J.C .Penney Auditorium; 1
p .m . For more information, call 55~-5753 . .'

-Invest in'Yo~r tifi!: F:Ita 1')1, 'Navarro:, agent Jar Notth~~st~fn
Mutual Life, Wrl~ diScusS. JlOW· an Insurance poli~y caFt give you

_ Chemistry Seminar: "Chemistry ' in the Industrial World/ 'Dennis Forster of the Monsanto company wUl speak at 4, p.rn,
(coffee at 3:30 p.m.) in room 120 Benton Hall. Can 553-5311
for information,
.
• Happy Halloween!

TUESDAY,NOVEM B ER1

a

. More,inforpiation'ab{)ut the confer-eneeand a comp.t ete agenda

. can beobtained:bY<IalPi:ng ContlnuingEdueatloll-EJ4ensl.ou" UiVI- .
~t. Louisat553>~5~fjL

New sbrie f s
year, senior year, and two
years of gI'aduate study .
To be eligible , a student
must be a full-time sophomore
working toward or planning to
pursue a baccalaureate degree,
have a " B" average or
equivalent, stand in the upper
fourth of the class, and be a
U.S . citizen or U.S . national
heading toward a a career in
government.
Interested students should
submit a letter of application ,
statement of career plans , list
of past public-service activities or other ledership
positions , current trans cript.
and a 600-word essay discussing a public policy issue of
their choice to Deborah A, Larson, Assistant Dean, College of
Arts & SCiences, Truman
Scholarship Faculty Representative, 303 Lucas Hall , by
November 21. 1988.

000
UM-St. Louis sophomores interested in a career in government service at the federal ,
state , or local level are invited
to apply for a 1989 Harry S.
Truman Scholarship.
Established by Congress in
1975. the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship Foundation
operates an ongoing
educational scholarship program designed to provide
opportunities for outstanrling
U.S. students with potential
leadership ability to prepare
for careers in government service.
In April 1989 , the Foundation
will award 105 scholarships
nationally. The deadline for all
1989 ap plication is December
1, 1988.
UM-St. Louis can nominate
three stUdents for the 1989
competition .
The scholarship award
covers eligible expenses up to
$7.000 per yef r for the junior

000
" Cityscripts ," a collection of
calligraphic works by the St.
Louis Calligraphy Guild , will

ODD
Graduate Management
Administration Test preparation course is being offered by
the Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center Ltd. This
course prepares graduates for
admission to the school of
business of their choice. It
begins Saturday, Nov. 12, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m . Classes are

held at Kaplan Educational
Center, 8448 Delmar, St. Louis,
Mo.
This test preparation course
is eight 4-hour lessons and is
taught by experienced Kaplan
instructors who sharpen your
business, math and English
skills. The course begins with a
diagnostic test which gives you
a customized computer report,
including score correlation and
evaluation of your strengths
and weaknesses in each test
area.
Kaplan Educational Center
is the largest and most successful test preparation company in the nation. All students
are given home study kits and
use of hundreds of hours of
audio tapes at the Kaplan TestN-Tape Center in University
City days , evenings, and
weekends. This is Kaplan 's
50th Anniversary.
This course will prepare
students for the National
G,M.A.T. exam.

•

Begin Graduate School in
January ·8:9. . . . . .p~~

•
•
•
•

run through Nov. 4 at the Center for Metropolitan Studies on
the UM-St. Louis campus .
The works, which exhibit
skills in illustration, painting
t ec hniques and calligraphy,
touch upon the city or aspects
of the urban experience as
chronicled by such writers
Whitman, Camus and
Wordsworth .
The exhibit may be viewed
at the center, which is located
in room 362 of the Social Sciences and Business Building,
Monday through Friday from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission is
free.
For more information, call
553-5273.

• Moster of Arts
• Doctor of Psychology
Innovative
• Applied
• Clini ca l
• Sma ll Cla sses
Hospital Affiliations
• Clinical Tra ining Facilities On Premises
Afternoon & Evening Classes
• North Central Accredited
Full & Parttime Programs
• Handicapped Accessibility
• Equal Opportunity Educational Facility

1, - -

.

Scott Brandt
Photography

838-3928

..:,'"

To meet the demand for
information and skill training
in the computer field, UM-St.
Louis has developed several
new courses on the Macintosh
personal computer and
.
PageMaker, the most widely
used desktop publishing
software package.
The courses will be held at
the new UM-St. Louis West
County Computer Facility
located at 1715 Deer Tracks
Trail , near the intersection of
1-270 and Manchester Road.
Each course will be offered in
several sections beginning in
October, November, and
December.
The new classes are Introdution to the Macintosh
Computer, Desktop Publishing
Using PageMaker,
,I ntermediate Applications of
PageMaker, and Advanced

Applications of PageMaker.
The fee for each of the
courses is $149. Each student
is provided with a computer
for use during class. For more
information on class dates and
times, call 553-5961.

000
.The following have been
elected to the Board of
Directors of the UM-St. Louis
Retirement Association: President, Dr. Harold E. Turner;
Vice-President, Eugene P.
Schwartz; Secretary, Elsie L.
Urban; Treasurer, Thadene S.
Dorn. Board Members : Ruth
Thoele, David Lane and Chris
Graham. The Board will conduct its first meeting of the fall
on Wednesday , October 26 in
the office of Dr. Harold
Turner.

r "Set the stage for your
\J .J career in entertamment!
.

Forest Institute of Professional Psychology
1322 South Campbell • Sp ringfield MO 65807

000

For the 1989 season, Oprylanq will be casting more than
400 talented perfonners, instrumentalists, stage managers,
and stage crew members in a dozen lavish productions

sparkles with showmanshIp and profeSSionalism.
You'll work with top professional.? and polish your per·
fanning skills before an audience of over 2 million. You'll gain
t
, exposure in one of the nation's music capitals ... Nashville ...
r
, "Music City, U.S.A.," You'll get good pay.
. And best of all, the opportunity to step into the limelight like
numerous other Opryland veterans such as members of the
. Grammy·nominated country band ., Restless Heart," Mary
~
~ Elizabeth Mastrantonio from "The'Color of Money': Cynthia
,
~ Rhodes from "Dirty DanCing," and Patti Cohenour, now
starring in "Phantom of the Opera" on Broadway.
No appointment is necessary. A piano accompanist, record
and cassette players will be provided at auditions.
For more information on any of our 23·city aud itions. just
contact Opryland Entertainment Department, 2802 Opryland
Dr., Nashville, TN 37214. (615) 871 ·6656, 10 a. m. to 5 p.m .
..._ ...~ ICST) Monday through Friday.

~

. .---t

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

MOVIES, MUNCHIES
... EVEN BOOKS
AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.

• Weddings
• Portraits
• Model
Portfolios

SAVE LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MONEY
DONATE PLASMA
AND EARN UP TO

$

($100/month)

Quality At
FREE MEDICAL CHECKUP
FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECK
CASH PAYMENTS

REGULAR HOURS 7-2 M·S
SPECIAL HOURS FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS 2-5:30 TU, TH
BRING YOUR STUDENT J.D.

B d get Prices

---------------------------~$
$
BRING THIS COUPON IN
FOR AN EXTRA 55.00 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION

10% UMSL
Stud ent Discount

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER .
1624 DELMAR BLVD.
436-7046

$

PARKlNG AVAILABLE

With Current 1.0.
$

-----------------------------

Wednesday, Nov. 9, 19B8, 12:00·3:00 p.m.,
University of Missouri, The University Center,
Pierson Hall.

,/

('
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Bush Boosts ACLU Numb,ers

POLL

from page one

senior, said. "l)ukakis is opposed to
"We've haa a substantial increase
"There's a smell of McCarthyism
everything like that. I feel that
in requests for infomation about about thse kind of attacks," ACLU
republicans run our national
memberships ," Lisa Beattie of the Executive Director Ira Glasser
economy better than the democrats
ACLU's New York office reports .
said. The ACLU - which says it's a
would ."
Bush persistently has attacked nonpartisan,
non-ideological
Sophomore James Pellikaan has
Democratic opponent Michael . organization devoted to defending
Dukakis for being a "card-carrying the Constitution and the Bill of
the same opinion as Klenke, "I don't
member of the ACLU ," agroup Bush Rights - is fighting back.
like Dukakis's policies. I am for a
characterizes as too left-wing for
broader defense ."
An advertising campaign, featurSome back Bush because of his
most Americans.
ing actors Michael Tucker and Jill
Dukakisjoined the ACLU as a stu- Eikenberry of "L.A. Law" and Burt
time spent in the nati onal government. " Dukakis doesn't have enough
dent at Swarthmore College, in part Lancaster, will soon be waged to
experience," Lana Vierck , junior,
bacause he was angered by Sen. battle what the ACLU calls misrepsaid. "Bush was vice president so he
Joseph McCarthy's mid-1950s hunt resentations
by
the
Bush
knows what is going, on ."
for "card -carrying communists." campaign.
McCarthy,
whose
red-baiting
On the other hand , it is Bush 's past
But on many campuses, such a
record that students like James
galvanized civil libertarians, was campaign would be a waste of
Stewart, senior, are voting against.
"our greatest membership recruit- time.
"A lot of people hav e forgotten that
. er," Dukakis told an interviewer last
"We have about40 or50newmemMay .
be was the director of the CIA during
bers this year, " Christ Langone of
. Watergate. He has always been on
Thirty , years later, ironically the Cornell ACLU said.
enough, Bush's cries against
Dukakis as a "card-carrying member of the ACLU" have done the
same thing on campuses .
from page one

the scene."
Freshman Alisa Washington, who
is black, is taking the Dukakis side
for a more personal reason. " I don't
think Bush is for black people ,"
Washington said . Washington went
on to say that Dukakis may not have
much to' offer either, but that he is
"the less er of two evils. "
Dukakis may be slipping in the
national polls, but the vote in Missouri can still be swayed by people
like junior Rob Forbes . "I really
don 't know who I am going to vote for
yet, " Forbes said . "I don 't like either
one of them ."
How do people from the outside
election
process?
view
our
Annemarie McGlinchey, a freshman
from Irel a nd , enjoys the pro cess for
reasons most Americans dislike

Jamal Al Kobri, a senior from
Palestine, is also impressed by th e
elections - mainly because they are
held. "In the country where I lived
we never had any elections or
democracy. We don 't have a country."
Palestine
is
currently
occupied by Israel. " This is the first
time I will enjoy my dem ocracy and
fr eedom." Kobri became a United
St ates citizen last July Fourth .

The impact of the presidential
added that the party began gathering conservative forces and supelection on black families was disfrom page one
from page one
cussed by Betty Lee , editor of
porting Reagan-an opponent of the
"Proud" magazine. Lee said that a
ERA. These events switched
feminist approval to the Democcommission on minority conditions
be that of the Investor ResponAnticipating a possible reluctant
ratic
Party
.
has found that America is moving
.siblity
Research .
Center :
attitude by some of the county
backward, not forward, The com" By 1980, the polarization could
.businesses that are deemed to
schools , . Williams addresses this
be seen," Freeman said. '.' By 1984,
mission's report stated that the gap
have left South Africa are those
situation.
between blacks and whites is widenthe
polarization
was
complete,
You
th at do not have substantial
"The time has come for us to live
ing in such areas as ed ucation ,
would see diametri cally opposed
direct investments in South
out the common philosophy of the
employment,
health and longevity .
issues
and
even
in
viewpoints
on
Africa and have announced, their
freed om of speech ," Williams said .
" But this bleak report is not surlanguage: while democrats would
intent
to
withdraw " their
People involved with the ABC
pnslllg, after eight years of
speak of the 'feminization' of
investments and are in the proagree that this community outreach
neglect ," said Lee, in reference to
poverty , republicans spoke of the
cess of doing so,
program will not be a short-lived
the Reagan administration . "It is
'maternalization ' of poverty . In the
,4.That the univers ity officials reendeavor.
not surprising that bla cks usually
Democratic Party feminis t groups
sponsible
for
investment
" We intend to simplify the comwrote the platform on women's '. vote democrati c." Lee also said that
policies continue to have full replicated agenda for the black high
historically , democrats have been
sponsibility for maximizing the
school students , so that they can ' issues, whereas in the Republican
more sympathetic toward the needs
Party the right wing wrote the
return
on
un ive rsi ty
have a good approach to learning
for education and housing.
platform ."
investments, working with pruand what it means to succeed "
An issue that is important to
Freeman noted that feminists
dent and flexible investment
Williams said.
'
feminists-the
right of a woman to
have
won
the
right
to
speak
for
managers, so that there is record
The ABC is looking for about 20
have reproductive freedom-was
women in the Democratic Party,
of good return on university
stUdents for the fall program . Inte also cited by the panel as a reason
and
ha ve
become
effective
investments for the retirement
reste d stUdents should call Darick
operators within it. "What doe s this
why women should vote for Dukakis ,
and endowment fund .
Williams at 553-5731.
mean for the future?" Freeman
who has stated that "I believe that
asked. "It means that with a democabortion is a personal decision that
rati c administration, feminists will
can only be made by the individual
woman!! ,
have influence no matter who the
EXP ER IENC E
president is . The future of feminism
"The right of an individual to
lies very much in which party wins
make reproductive decisions is the
the presidency. '"
right of a free people ," said Sheil a
Experience-the opportunity for
A panel of speakers at the conferLumpe , Missouri State Representaadvanced education, special ization
ence also decided that t he election
ti ve. "The assumption being made is
and flight nursing. Experience- the
of Dukakis and other democrats is
that women are not morally equal;
opportunity to oevelop management
important for the well-being and
that they must have the government
and leadership sk ill s as on Air Force
equality of women , and therefore ,
make decisions about reproducti on
officer. Experience-excellent starting
important to families and the future
for them ."
pay, complete medica l and dental
of t he United States.
Ethel Klein, Ph .D. , a political
care and 30 days of vocation with pay
"This is the first (presidential)
cons ultant and author from 'Columeach year. Plus, many other benefits
campaign wh ere the cand idates
bia University, said that abortion is
unique to the Air Force life-style.
not so much a politi ca l issue anyhave give n more than lip service to
And the opportunity tt) serve your
women's issues , ,. sa id Martha Shirk ,
more , but a character issue.
country Experience- being port of
Dukakis has shown that he ca n take a
a reporter for th e "St. Louis Posta highly profess ional health core
stand; that he is decided and clear
Dispatch." Shirk was referring to
team . Find out what your experience
several issues having to do with
on the issue of abortion . " If he had
con be. Call
children , in particular.
similar firm responses to the death
Prenatal care for women who canpena lty and being call ed a 'lib eral'.
CAPT LANETIE WATSON
he' d be in a lot better shape, "
not affo rd it, a nation ally regulated
day care system and parental leave
Klein said. ·
314-434-9555 COLLECT
Klein warned tbat the polls whi ch
from jobs to ca r e for newborn, sick
or newly adopted children are all
show Duk aki s to be losing are misproposals that Shirk said Viceleading, and if people give in to the
President Bush opposes.
belief that the race is not winnable ,
they will fall prey to a se lffulfilled prophecy.
"What is disempowering is when
If you' r e lo oking for part-time job opportunities with excellent wages
we let ourselves feel like the victims ," Klein said. "Wbat is imporand benefits . . .
tant is that I m<ike a difference and
you make a difference. We may not

win , but we 're going to make a hell of
a lot more difference than they think
weare, "
The conferen ce on "Women and
Politics " was sponsored by the
Women 's Studies Program, College
of Arts and Sciences , 25th Anniver-

sary Committee, Department of
Political Science and Women 's Center at UM-St. Louis , as well as the
Coalition of Labor Union Women ,
Older Women 's League and st.
Louis Metropolitan Women 's Politi. ca l Caucus.

(CPS)· - George Bush may be the
best recruiter the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) ever had
for campus chapters.
ACLU campus coordinators say
the Republican presidential candidate's attacks on their group have
increased their visibility, and tbat's
resulted in increased membership
in recent weeks.
.
Harvard Law School students
"have shown an awful lot of interest
in becoming card-carrying members of the ACLU, " Warren Asher of
. the Harvard Law School Civil Liberties Union said. "F'eoplewho always
intended to join now do ."
About 100 students, for example,
attended an ACLU speaking event at
the University of Maryland last '
week, a 100 percent increase over
previous events .
"If anything , his attacks helped ,"
added Mindy Kaiden of American
University's ACLU chapter.

UM

them: mudslinging. " [The process]
is pretty impressive, " McGlinchey
said. " I am getting tired of watching
all of the ads on TV, though. But the
ads are good because they can say
things against each other. In
Ireland, we don't have that
freedom.))
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UPS has pa rt-time jobs available now for package unloaders, sorters
and l oaders. UPS realizes the importance of an education and the
a m ount O'f time needed to obtain one.
A part-time job at UPS usually involves three to four hours a day Monday t hrough Friday. This still leaves time for classes, studies and
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Communications
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International Week Is Mor e Than Belly-Dancing
by Paulette E_ Amaro
associate features editor
UM-St.
Louis'
International
Students Organization was just one
of this campus' groups that sponsored International Week, during
the week of October 17th-21st.
The week began with a Tai Kwan
Do demonstration on Monday, Oct.
17, followed by the film "Enter
The Dragon."
Tuesday, Oct. 18, the Malaysian
Student
Group
reenacted
a
traditional
Malaysian wedding
ceremony.
Wednesday, Oct. 19, University
funds sponsored an International
Festival which ran from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m .
Thursday, Oct. 20, the University
showed Monty Python 's "The Meaning of Life."
Friday, Oct. 21 , the last day of
International Week , offered a Middle Eastern Dance presentation.
Aside from the International
Students Organization , groups such
as the Office of Minority Affairs, and
the Student Government Association also contributed.
International
Week
was
intitiated , in part, to celebrate UMSt. Louis' 25th anniversary.
"Normally, the International Festival is held in November, but we
decided to incorporate it into this
years International Week," said
Marilyn Ditto, Special Student Programs Administrator.
The
International
Festival
generally covers all ethnic communities, with the different foods
and
the
symbols
of
the
nationalities.
The Malaysian Student Groups'
reenactment of a traditional wedding ceremony was detailed down to
the costumes and the ceremonial
gifts.

Though the ceremony is complex,
and involves many stages, the
organization focused on a very special, traditional ceremony, the
Bersanding.
"This ceremony is not a requirement," said Fauziah Hamlawi, Secretary of the Organization. "But it is
a highlight."
Much like the American wedding
reception, the Bersanding is held,
usually, the day after the wedding.
"Both sides will have a feast ,"
Hamlawi began. "There are usually
more than 500 people, including
friends, relatives, and even coworkers. "
Hamlawi, along with another
organization member, Razif Abdul
Razak acted as the "pengapit," the
American equivalent of the maidof-honor and the best man .
The entire ceremony , itself,
begins even before the couple is
engaged.
At this time, the intended groom
asks the permission of the bride 's
father. If the father gives his consent, the families begin to plan the
details of the ceremony, including ,
the feast expenses as well as the
wedding date.
The wedding ceremony takes
place at the bride 's home. Here , the
groom repeats his vows to the
bride 's father.
"Us ually, the 'pengantin ,' or the
groom, asks for the 'p engantin 's,' or
bride's hand , in the presence of the
'pengatin,' the parents , and four witnesses ," Hamlawi offered.
When the ceremony is completed,
the couple signs the marriage certificate, and the bride and groom
exchange gifts such as hand bags,
shoes and clothing.
At the Bersanding , the following
day, friends and relatives bring
their gifts of good-will, such as
ornately decorated fruit baskets

I

,r

reenact a traditional wedding ceremony highlight, the Bersand-

Scott Brandt
. ing. The performance was part of the campus' International Week,
held October 17th - 21 st.

and sweets.
'"For
instance,"
Hamlawi
explained, "for this ceremony we
made a basket out of Snickers bars,
and filled it with small flowers and
fru it."

allowed students the chance to
experience different cultures and
ideas.
One student who viewed the Middle Eastern Belly-dancers. offered
his opinion,

I DO, I DO: Members of the Malaysian Student Association
The
Malaysian
wedding
ceremony was just one of the many
events sponsored hy the different
student groups.
As well as celebrating UM-St.
Louis' 25th anniversary , the event.

"r was looking forward to the
whole week, but I really only wanted
to see the belly-dancers. They were
quite spectacular and energetic. It
was fun.·'

Mixed Reviews: 'Gorillas In The Mise Draws Opinions
by Eileen Pacino
movie reviewer
"Gorillas in the Mist: The Adventure of Dian Fossey" could have
been a zinger of a film if the
Hollywood factory hadn't decided to
limit its vision to the 'most simplistic, action-oriented part of the
primatologist's story : her onewoman war again s t poachers ; who,
together with encroaching, cattleherding
tribes
and
huntergatherers, threatened habitat and
the lives of the magnificent Gorilla
gorilla beringei-the mountain
gorillas of central Africa.
Their focus was so narrow that at
one point during the film, the
massive squatting primates filmed
through romantic haze seem like so
many extras kicking back, waiting
for someone to give them something
to do.
The cinematographer is so
enamoured of the volcanic Sigourney Weaver, who portrays Fossey,
that less than a third of the movie is
spent on what Fossey devoted 18
years of her life to: saving the
endangered species by learning
about them, observing and recording every minute detail about their
mating, range patterns, social
behavior and diet.
Dull stuff for a drama? But consider the falseness of claiming
you've presented "the adventure" of
someone whose life literally was

Uon~t

by Christopher A. Duggan
features editor

absorbed by the thing she studied.
After sitting through t his finely
crafted, well-scripted , astoundingly
acted film , (arduously shot on loc ation), you are suddenly struck with
the realization: "1 didn't learn a
thing about the gorillas, not a
thing. "
Isn 't that what Dian Fossey's
" adventure " was about? Fossey bad
problems relating to her fellow
scientists,
Rwandan
officials ,
poachers , the academic commllnit y, her own African assistants ,
and the tourists whom she called
" idle rubberneckers .. ' Her problem s were enormous. Her behavior
bordered on the paranoid , and
ultimately cost her her life-but why
mu s t this be the entire thrust of
the movie ?
Fossey learned some remarkable
things about gorillas, including
their practice of infanticide and of
even killing an aging, diseased
member of their band.
Couldn 't there have been provisions for a voice-over by Weaver
reading excerpts from Fossey's
field notes, journals, even the
articles she wrote for the "National
Geographic," which funded her
studies?
It would have added a special
richness to the few scenes we have
of Weaver interacting with the

See PACINO, page 5

MON KEY SEE ... : Sigourney Weaver portrays primatologist, Dian
Fossey, in "Gorillas in the Mist The Adventure of Dian Fossey."

like My Colunm? Call 1-800- ...

by Christopher A. Duggan
features editor
I have been writing this column
for over a year now, not knowing
whether or not anybody reads it.
Lately, however, I have gotten a
smattering of comments, mostly
good from a varie~y of sources: a
cashier at the bookstore, new
acquaintances I have made, my
logic and language instructor, and a
service counter employee at
Venture~ .
I appreciate these comments,
because any feedback, good or bad,
n: '~!'!ns that people are reading
this .
I heard one the other day that kind
of bothered me though. A friend of
mine , who wished to remain
anonymous, said he knows someone
who knows someone who reads my
column , then edits it down to one
paragraph and says, "This !S all he
had to write to say what he was trying to say."
All I can say to that is I always

make a concentrated effort to keep
my text brief and to-the-point , and
furthermore never ever, ever add
anything that I think would be
extraneous or difficult to understand for the common , everyday,
average , semi-intelligent, Englishspeaking, sober and responsible
college student and that if I cut down
my columns to one paragraph a lot
of the one-liners and other bits and
pieces that are thrown in would get
lost, and if you think you can do a
better job of writing a different
column every week, trying to make
it funny or interesting, then I suggest you come in and give it a try,
alright, .
understand,
okay,
comprende?
So there, that's what I think of ·
your opinion, in one paragraph.
The subject I really want to write
about this week is one that I had
been thinking about this summerbumper stickers. Before now 1 had
rejected it in favor of something
more timely.
First of all, I don't understand
why people want to display their
ideologies on the bumpers of their
cars, and when they do, how come it
is seldom anything intelligent?
This is the season for political
bumper stickers. People put an
endorsement for their candidate on
their bumpers . For what reason?
Do they expect other people to see
that and say, "He 's driving a '68 Ford
pick-up, and he's voting for Bush. I'd
better vote for Bush too. "
I saw one the other day that said,
"Protect
Firearms ,
Vole
Republican. "

It took me a while to figure out
whether that was an endorsement
for the Democratic party, or for
the Republicans.
The use of profanity on these stickers seems to have become popular
in recent months.
My favorite is one that says
-"S**t Happens ."
This one is .fairly common in
Rolla , Missouri. My question is,
what is it supposed to mean? I've
seen creative use of this one over
body damage and such, but most of
the time it's just stuck there on the
bumper for all preschoolers and
first-time readers to see.
I tend to think that it is fascination
with the discovery of freedom of
speech that we have enjoyed in this
country since 1776.
Someone sees sucha bumper sticker and says, "I didn't know you
could do that," and gets one. Next
thing
you
know,
they're
everywhere.
Well, that's fine, if you are not
bound in the slightest bit by the
limits of good taste. Just because
you can do something doesn't mean
you should.
'
Another good one, also common to
the area of Rolla is the famous,
"Don't Like My Driving? Call 1-800EAT-S**T. "
This , of course, is a play on the
bumper stickers you se~ on some
delivery trucks , which have an
actual phone number instead .

suction -cups stick pretty well to
glass.
The first innovation from that discovery was the famous "Baby On
Board" sign , which was , a serious
attempt at a safety measure .
Right. I don't know about you, but I
have never once had the option of
choosing the people I wanted to have
an accident with.
So in came the various spin-offs of
this idea ("Jogger on Board, "
"Health Nut on Board" and so on) .
I think that you're asking for it if
you label yourself though.
I once saw a car all smashed up in
the ditch on a country highway, and,
sure enough , there was a "Crazy
Driver on Board" sign in the back
window.

As if that wasn't bad enough, we
now have stuffed animals, most
commonly a popular cartoon cat,
and various other things stuck inthe
windows of automobiles.
The Russians must be laughing
their heads off.
. What's worse is that the potential
for this sort of thing is limitless . The
suction cup could bring about a total
lack of visibility out the back windows of cars.
Accidents will be on the rise,
insurance companies will raise
their rates . Who knows what could
. happen?
My big worry is that I will be hit by
someone driving a suction cupBumper stickers became less . encrusted car who was trying to
popular when cars began to have
read someone else's bumper sticker
fancy bumpers. Unfortunately,
- "How's My Driving? Call 1-800EAT-S**T."
however , someone figured out that

1 was hoping , going into " Gorillas
in the Mist ," that they hadn't m ade a
documentary about the work of Di an
Fossey. If I wanted to see that, 1
would have watched' the . National
Geographic specials.
I was pretty sure that with Sigourney Weaver in the starring role t ha t
would not be the case, and it
wasn't.
What we had instead was the story
an astounding woman and the things
that drove her to devote her life to
the study and protection of the rare
mountain gorillas, the population of
which was quickly being pared down
by poachers.
The movie begins with her beg ging anthropologist Louis Leakey to
send her to the mountains in Central
Africa to study the mountain
gorillas there, " ... before they disap pear completely," as Leakey said.
After parting with her appendix
and leaving her fiance in the states,
Fossey headed out for Africa, where
she picked up a tracker (experienced in the tracking of elephants, but
not gorillas) and set up a base of
operations for her studies.
Shortly after that, she was thrown
out by the Ugandan government.
Shortly after that, she set up
another base on the other side of the
mountain , aCTOSS the Ugandan
border.

"Gorillas don't recognize boundaries .. ' she said.
It was there that she did most of
her work over the next 20 or so
years. never really leaving the
mountain for any Significant
amount of time.
During her time there , she
developed a close bond with some of
the gorillas , especially Digit, a huge
silv erback gorilla that has two of its
fingers webbed together.
One of m y only problems with the
film is that there is ve ry little sense
of time in it. We know in the beginning that it is 1967, bu t aside from a
"Five Years Later'" which is
fla s hed on the screen later on , there
is no hint as to how much time she
actually spent there.
There is no vi s ual indicaiion of
aging on the part of Weaver. She
does. however change somewhat
during the course of the film,
becoming increasingly obsessed
with the gorillas and the halting of
the shrinking of their population.
She turns away from ' most of the
things she held dear, including a
photographer (Bryan Brown) whom
she has an ongoing affair with for
a while.
Weaver deserves a great deal o(
praise for her portrayal of the
transformation in Fossey.
In the beginning. she is driven by

See DUGGAN, page 5

.See The Big Picture
20·Something
by Julio West
columnist
I have tried to stay out of the
political mudslinging and all the
other stuff that goes along with a
political campaign, but I can't
any longer.
.
There are at least 1,000 different
issues on which to base your vote.
And 1,000 different voters could
give you their reason's for their
choices.
I do not intend to endorse either
c;andidate. Instead, 1want to stress
two things.
First, I stongly believe that
everyone should vote. I was
brought up to believe that it is not
only your right, but your duty.
For many college stUdents this
will be the first chance to vote for
the president.
A big step when you think about
all the' things that this man
(whoever he may be) will have to
handle.
Which brings me to my second
point. It seems to me that both candidates are bOWing to too many interest groups trying to capture one
segment of the population .. . or
address one issue.
There are too many things going
on in this ever-shrinking world to
tie the future of our country to one

issue . Look at the big picture , as A.
Whitney Brown says on Saturday
Night Live .
Can you vote for a man who says
he is against abortion? Manywould
say yes. But what if this same man
was a party to the reduction of
every social program that helps
kids and mothers.
Can you vote for a man that has a
prison furlough system? What if it
is basically the same as most other
states?
These are part of the big picture
but not the whole picture.
I can't answer all the questions
. even to myself. But we all have to
make an effort to weed through all
the shit and make an informed
choice.
Granted some issues may be
more important than others but
look at thiJlgs in terms of the whole
and not just the parts. This will be
hard since this is the most selfish
decade in history.
This will also be difficult considering the amount of shit heaped
upon us by both sides.
Good luck making this decision.
Many of us will be out of college
when the next election rolls
around. So in a sense, this election
is doubly important because the
real world is vastly different from
life here:
.
I'm sure that with enough
forethought and information we
will all make a decision that we can
all live with.
At least 1 hope we can and will.
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TJ Library Ghost Story Finally Put To Rest... Maybe

tt,

by Christopher A. Duggan
and
Paulette E. Amaro
features detectives

The atmosphere was perfect;
lmfortunately, we couldn't take that
inside with us .
, With great trepidation, we
approached the ominous-looking
I can't say that we actually expeclibrary. Our source had told us to
ted to find anything down there , but
ask for someone named Barb, which
all those stories, who could really " we did .
say?
She appeared from a dark corner
The beginning: that's always a !of the circulation de'sk and directed
good place to start.
:us to the haunted elevator, which
Okay , the stories date back to a
would take us to the dark and spooklong time ago , when employees of
infested cellar of TJ.
. the T J (Thomas Jefferson) Library
After . dropping us off, she left,
often had run-ins with a poltergeist
instructing us to do as we wished.
in the basement.
I could picture, after she left us, a
Some heard voices , others were
a host of spectres spilling in from
scared by falling books or . an
every crack in the walls to suok us
down into the deepest burning
elevator that moved on its own
accord.
depths of hell, into the abode of
Ifwas with great enthusiasm that
the damned.
my faithful associate Paulette and I
It didn 't happen .
took on this ca~e .
Instead, the basement of T J ended
, How does one verify the existence
up being pretty well-lit, smaller
or absence of any entity ? The only
than I'd imagined and altogether
real way is to check it out for yourunspooky .
self. That's what we did.
Paulette and I exchanged glances
!twas a cloudy night, with a chilly
that said , "This is stupid, there's
wind blowing out of the southwest.
nothing down here, and we will end
The half-moon was ducking in and
up looking stupid."
out of the clouds , forming €erie
Paulette turned on her tapeshadows among the trees.
recorder, set it on a shelf, and we
- - - - -

l)l J(;(;A .\

proceeded to look around, not wanting to waste the experience
entirely.
Not only were there not any cobwebs or anything else like that, but
there was not a single dark corner.
Still, we looked everywhere, trying against all hope to uncover some

from page 4

her enthusiasm, and later, by her
love for the species, and perhaps
something more . No one can really
say.
Bryan brown has a fairly minor
role, only appearing occassionally,
but when he is on the screen, he has
an incredible presence .
This is a vastly more impressive
, performance for him than anything
he has done so far (that I have seen).
It's better than " Cocktail" and " F/
X."

Aside from the acting , there are
other considerations that make this
movie a wonderful experience.
First of all , there is some actual
footage of the gorillas, which is
astounding . One can almost see

IJICl.Y() .

what drove Fossey to remain with
them for all those years.
It is a movie that offers something
to most viewers. For those interested in Dian Fossey, it shows her descent into obsession with the
gorillas .
This , above all, is a movie of great
intensity, especially in parts when
the gorillas are being hunted, and
particularly
when
Fossey's
favorite , Digit, ' is killed by
poachers.
At the end of the picture, there is a
caption that says the population of
the mountain gorillas is on the rise
because of her work.
For that, I could not help but
feel relieved .
from page 4

gorillas , specifically a huge male
But the greatest admiration goes
silverback, "Digit," one of Fossey's , to Weaver.
favorites, who was killed by
Her
emphatic
performance
poachers ·and mutilated .
ranges from girlish idealism and
Their first scene together, facemission to savage fi xation and
to-face , is breathtaking.
revenge to heartwrenching grief.
The
mountains
bordering
There is not one false or unbeliev·
Rwanda, Uganda and Zaire reach
able scenario painted . Each is
above 14,000 feet and are covered
mirrored in one remarkable woman
with dense vegetation, much of it
who can claim the dis tinction of havhard on human skin -not to mention
ing inspired the salvation of a link
the torrential rains , thi ck mud,
man 's biological history from
marauding cattl e, and hidden
extinction.
animal snares .

dark secret, an unburied body, or
some other evidence that the library
staff is covering up the existence of
the unseemly spectre.
We remembered some of their
comments:
"I've been working here for a
year, and I've never even heard of

there being a ghost down there."
"I close down here all the time,
and I've yet to be spooked."
In fact, there is not a single
employee of the library now that has
a story of the ghost's occupation of
TJ.
It all sounded pretty fishy to me.
Most of the stories , in fact, come
from a period about 11 years ago,
prior to the term of a library director named Miller.
I'm afraid that we came up with
nothing, aside from one locked door ,
while we were down th ere.
" It looked a lot more like a cellar
back then, " Barb said.
After about 15 minutes of looking
around the small space, the walls of
which are covered with shelves
filled with government documents
and other books, we decided to call it
a night.
"You frightened at all?" I said ,
turning to PaUlette .
" No,
'fraid
not ,"
Paulette
replied .
"No feelings of foreboding at all?"
I said . " Not a single shiver of fear,
no chills, no shakiness or knocking
knees ?"
" No ... sorry ."

'The ·Family

"Damn, well , how 'bout we get a
pizz a?"
"Sure."

We left the library by the stairs,
sending the elevator up by itself,
hoping to baffle the employees of
the library.
I'm afr aid we failed to raise even
an eyebrow.
Either they didn 't notice the
empty elevator returning, or they 're
so used to paranormal activity by
now that it 's no big deal.
We walked back to the office,
through the chilly breezes of the
October evening, disappointed in
th e visit to the famous basement of
TJ library.
Still , later, when we listened to
the tape , we could hear a gentle tap·
ping above our distant voices , somethingwe couldn 't he ar when we were
down there. It stopped when we left
the library .
Chances are good that thi s was the
result of a maiufunction in the tape
or the machine,
But maybe it wasn 'l.
Mayb'e.

By Leigh Rubin

OfWords~
Stringing sentences together
As garland on the Christmas tree
Crafting them
To your purpose
To your every whim
If it pleases you
See them dance
The dance of life
See them come alive
Out of the grave;
See them whirl around
Like mad dervishes .

more
You will never cease
To find delight
In their constructions
Maybe you have not dipped
In this well of harmony
Come now
And join in
Their festivity
Or you will be stalked
In the night Speechless

Afraid ,
You need not be
In their quivers
Are the arrows of peace These creatures
Conspire with gladness
The bee will sting
The adder bite
But the natives
Fear th em not.

- Levan

On their lips
Is the sweet balm
Although you labor
Till the con stellations appear no

It has been the practice of the
features section in the Current to
accept creative submissions. This
poem, "The Family of Words ," by
one known to us as Levon, is one of
those submissions.
Future submissions (poems,
essays, short stories, photography)
should be sent to the Current to
the attention of Chris Duggan or
Paulette Amaro .
Publication is not guaranteed.

"Cheer up Watson. I'm sure we can solve your
irregularity by a simple process of elimination. "

to uy a. cmtos

•

ture.
It's never he en difficult t()[ student~ to con
vince their parents of the need for aMacintosh'"'
computer at school.
Persuading them to write the check, however)
is another thing altogether.
\X;hich is why Apple created the Student Loanto-Own Program. An ingenious I()an pf()gram
that makes buying a Macintosh as cl'iyas using
one.
Simply pick up an application at the
location listed helov,.': or call

800 - H31 - LO~~.

All your parentI) need to do is till
it out, sign it, and send it. If they qUJli~', they'll
receive acheck for you in just a few wccks.
There's no collateral. No need to prove hlUn·
cial har(L~hip. No application fcc.

Best of aiL the loan payments Gm be spread
over as ma.ny as 10 years.

Which gives you and your pJrents plenty of
time to decide just who PlYS for it all.

*-

IntroducingApple's
Student Loan-to-DiTfl Program
For a loan application or Macintosh ordering information,
contact Mary Brown or Mark Dasher at 553 ·6000
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Riverll1en S tyll1ie Florida Teams
Finish S'e'a son Against S IU-E
Ity Tom Kovach
sports editor
After the 3-2 loss to Oakland
University, the men's soccer team
didn't ponder the upset nor their fall
in the rankings. Rather they went
do n to Florida and beat Divison I
Jacksonville University 2-1 and the
South Florida Bulls,l-O,

Women Beat Rolla, Lose 1~ o S IU':·E
Will Finish Y ea l~ B elo,v . 5 0 0
by Tom Kovach
sports editor
Three days after the Riverwomen
blanked Missouri-Rolla 2-0 , the
Southern
IlInoi s
Edwardsville
Cougars denied any hopes of the
Riverwomen finishing at the ,500
mark, winning 4-1.
Head Coach Mike Kelley said that
the score wasn't a major factor in
the game,
"Everything we hit (in the fir st
half) went in, "Kelley said,
One of players that th e River- women saw a lot of was Julie Miller,
Miller scored twice and assisted on
another goal.
Her first goal came occ ured at the
7:22 mark when s he took a crossing
pass from Maria P ara from five
yards out and blasted it past goalie
Linda Allen.
At th e 13 :43 mark , Lisa Duenow

stole an err ant pass and saw Miller
open , The shot eluded Allen, giving
the Lady Cougars a 2-0 lead,
Twenty seconds later, Jean
Thompson took a lead pass from
Kim Bozarth that skipped by
Allen,
Then Miller, at the 30:04 mark,
passed off to Julie Macios , who
kn ocked a head ball over Allen's
head. Soon the Lady Cougars were
up 4-0 and Hudson put in Anna Poole
to replace Allen,
Whil e the Cougars scored four
unanswered goals, the Riverwomen
had trouble scoring. The best
chance came early in the game
when, on a breakaway, Laurie Aldy
hit the left goal post. Stephanie Gabbert also took two shots that just
went wide right.
Finally, the Riverwomen got on
the board at the 39:46 mark of the
second half, Off a free kick,

Stephanie Gabbert took a shot that
was blocked, But Ainsworth picked
up the ball and s hot it past goalie
MaryiJyn Kastner ,
The second half found the Riverwomen c;lominating field position,
outshooting the Cougars 9-1.
However onl y two of the shots were
direct ly on goal and Kastner made
thre e of her six s aves in the
second half.
Kelley can symp athize with Hudson on a frustrating season, His
team has a 5-12 record with only one
game left,
" It 's tough to go on top when
everybody keys on you, " Kelly said ,
"This is a tough s eason for us and
UM-St , Louis and I know what he
(Hudson) is going through,"
As far as the Cougars are concerned , the win , "was a real good
one for us . Anytime we can heat

Riverrilen a 2-1 lead ,
"I am pretty pleased ," said Head
Coach Don Dallas .

The Bulls got on the board first
when Seng Phomsaka took a pass
fr'om Craig Fossett at the 36:42 mark
ofthe first half ,

, On Wednesday November 2, the
Rivermen end the season with a contest against the Southern IllnoisEdwardsville
Cougars
in
Edwardsville,

But the Rivermen struck less than
one minute later to tie the game,
Tim Gauvain saw a Dey open and he
blasted a shQt past goalie Mike
Coons,
The Rivermen would win the
game at the 12:44 mark of the second
half. John Galkwoski took? corner
kick that went right to Scott Wibbenmeyer, Wibbenmeyer scored on one
of his patented head balls to give the

While goalie Jeff Robben recorded his eighth shutout of the season ,
John Galkowski scored the only goal
at the 11:2'3 mark off a pass from
Warren D.ey to give the Rivermen a
1-0 lead and the eventual win
Robben turned away thtep shots
and now has 29 carrer shutouts,
Against the Bulls of South

ANOTHE R S ET UP: Paul Bielicki going for a goal as Mike Dempster jockies for position"

Florida, the Rivermen picked up
th eir 15th victory of the season with
a 2-1 win.

Dallas said that the rest of. the
~ames left and that it is important

that tbe. River men play well.
" If we falter in any of the games ;
we don't hl\ve a good chance in any
post-season games ," said Dallas.
"The teams are pretty tough in the
playoffs,"

ale Cheerleader Claims
exual Harrassment

UMSL, it's a major a~omplishmEmt
because of the fine tradition , jn
soccer, "
In the victory oVer the Miners
from Missouri-Rolla, the defense
held the Miners to only two shots,
both by Sally Phulick.
One of Phulick's shots was a
penalty kick , but Allen turned it
awav.
~n Marie Mangin scored on a
pass from Anne DeGunia at the 25:00
mark.
Laurie Aldy, who had eight shots
on goal, managed to put when past
goalie Greta Stromberg.
The win capped off a night in
which seniors Aldy, Gabbert,
Mangin and Donna Barbaglia were
honored before the game .
The next three games , all on the
road " will be the last games of the
season . The team will play Vanderbilt, Louisville , and Cincinnati ,

-CPS--Cheerleaders from Yale
University say that during a
October 1 football game between
Yale and Navy, midshipmen from
the academy sexually assaulted
them although officials at the
Naval Academy say that passing
cheerleaders
from
opposing.
teams through the stands is harmless fun,
" I don't care if the Navy con,
siders it a common practice," said
Betty Trachtenherg, Yale's Dean
of Student Affairs, "I don't find it
'ustifiable at all,"
, But Navy officials say that
" body passing" is done in clean
fun .
"There is always horseplay
going around " said Jim Kiser a
academy spokesman, "These guys
are just fun-loving men ."
Sophomore Kim Reeder told the
ale Dail ' News that she suffered

bruises and scratches when she
was passed feet-first into the
stands and her skirt was rolled
back ,
"I guess it's p6ssible to be
transferred up to the stands
without any sexual contact, "
Reeder said . "But that wasn't the
way it happened here ."
Anna Chavez , captain of the
cheeleading squad said that her
team was unable to gothrough normal routines for the rest of the
game.
Campus officials ' at other
universities have cracked down on
"body passing" becuase many
women consider it degrading and
because of the potential for
injury ,
The cheerleaders said they want
an apology from the Midshipmen
with a promise that this will never
ha

Ne tters Se t Fo r A rea Classic .
by Michael McM urran
reporter
This past weekend the m. .l-St.
Louis Women's Volleyball Team
traveled to Warrensburg, Mo. to
participate in the Central Missouri
State Volleyball Tournament. The
N ett ers entered th e tournament
with hope of improving their 16-11
r e cord,
The competition that Head Coach
Denise Silvester's squad had to face
in the tournament was some of the
toughest in the nation, Three of the
top twelve ranked Division II
volleyball teams also had expectations of coming away from
Warrensburg with a first place
trophy,
In the first game , the Riverwomen faced the 12th ranked East
Texas team, and almost pulled off
an upset before finally falling 8-15,
8-15, 15-11, 15-13 and 13-15. Un for-

tunately, the competition did not get
any easier.
In the second game of the tournament, the Netters challenged the
10 thl'anked Nebrask a-Omaha te am,
and again found t hemselves on the
short end of the score board. The
Riverwomen could manage only one
match victory before dropping the
game 13-15, 9-15,15-13 and 13-15 ,
Things would 'only get worse for
Silvester's squad before they got
better, Against the 7th ranked Central Missouri State team, the Netters dropped three straight matches
8-15,11-15 and 14-16, before taking
out their frustrations on Northeast
Missouri 15-7 , 15-9 and 15-9,
Considering the level of competition, the Riverwomen could have
done worse, "We looked much better," Silvester said of her clu b's performances last weekend , "The girls
played hard and played with a lot of
enthusiasm, I was pleased with how

they played,"
Later on Saturday evening, the
Riverwomen d€feated MissouriKansas City 15-13, 15-12, 10-15 and
15-7 to improve their '88 record to
17-14,
The Riverwomen will host the
UM-St, Louis Classic this weekend
at the Mark Twain Building, The
field will consist of nationally
ranked Tampa, Rollins , Sou theast
Missouri , Southwest Baptist, St.
Francis , Northwest Missouri and
CBC of Memphis,
"I am really looking forward to
the tournament ," states Silvester.
"Our players are getting road
weary, and they will appre ciate
being home," The tournament will
consist of pool play for the first
three rounds, then the teams will be
reseeded and regular tournament
play will begin, Action begins
Friday afternoon at 2:00 p.m . and
will continue Saturday morning at
10:00 a,m ..

WED
7312 NATURAL BRIDGE ROAD
IN NORMANDY
381-1722
Serving "great food"
monday thru friday
11 am - 11 pm

Player
Of
The
Week
Carlli-Addoh-W0nlen's Voll{!ybal1
The Parkway Central produd haq
lW kills , 11 blockes and 7 service,
~ces in the Central Missouri State·
Tournament in WarrensbehgMjs.~ ,
!\Hurjover the weekend,

Last Week

Next Week
Volleyball

DeLJa¢ksonville~ l~O

(Gil'lkowski, RObben-SO)

Oct. 2S~29 home for UM-St. Louis .
Classic (4 p.m.)

Def. South.Florida;2-l
' (Dey: Wibbenmeyer)

Nov.lhome vs. McKendree College

Women'sSocc~r

Meri' s Soccer

m~LMissouricR(lI.la

2-0

(Mangin, !ldy, Allen-SO)

(7p,m.)

Nov,2 homevs; ,s. mnolsEdwards\iUe (7:30 p.m.) ,

tost t!l~IU~ EdwardsviUe 4-}
(Aillsworth) .

APPETIZERS
onion crisp, .. , , ... , ... , . , , . , .. . . . ...... 1,50
garlic cheese. , , , .. , , . .. , , .. , ... . , , .. , , . 1,25
peel-n-eat shrimp. , ... , , , ...... , . .. .. , . 3,50
... (six nice ones)
chicken, strips. , ... , , .. , .... , , .. , , ... ... 3,00
... (served with honey mustard
or the WEDGE sauce)
toasted ravioli, .. , ... ,', .. " . .... . .. . .. 3.00
buffalo wings ..... , ... , . , . , , , ....... , , .. 4.95
... (sered with spicey
. blue cheese dip)

.
VoUeybliHI·
Lost·to E. Texas St.
' S" IS,s-is, IS~l1, lli-ia, 13-15
Def. Northeast.Missoud St
IS-7
. -. ' 15"9
. ..., 15·9
.

<...:

, /

Women's Soccer
,

t

Oct. 28 ,\way

VS. Van:derbUt(~:30

p.m.)

Oct

2$ away vs . Louisville (3 p,.m;)

-

Oet~

LalirieAldy'Women's SO(!,( )l:lf
Fofthe secondweekinarow, MilY ,
' Ii-a s b een nfl,n'ledplayer oJ the~~e~
JrQril her sport. Against tbe U!I'l<versHy Missouri-Rolla, Aldy hadagoal
' aM an assist. She is nQW sixthon the ' ,
. all-time seating list with ~-4g{)als;
:il 4 ' assl~ts and 62poirttS .

LOst}e) {:I:l~~r Mo. St
' 8"15, u~n. 14·16

'" Dtt'UMKC

30

aw~y

VB. Cincinnati (3
p.m,) ,

Swimming

'.

bbq beef, ... , , .. . . , . . , , .. , , .. .. .... . .. , 3.50
prosperity .. " ..... , .. . , .. , .. .. .. .. , ... , 4.35
chicken salad ... , , .. , , ... , . , .... . , , . , .. 4,25
... (our special recipe)
the normandy club. , , ... , . . . , .. ........ 4.25
rubin, . , .. , , , .. , , ...... . .. . . , ... , ... . .. . 4.00
deep fried cod, , .. .... . , . ... , ........... 3.50
arnies special beef ',. . .... . , ... , ... ... .. 4.25

' ON THE SIDE
PRIMO PASTAS

steak fries .. .. .... .. .. ... ... ..... .... . .. 1,25
...(made our special way)
,
saute mushrooms ; . . . . .. . . , , . . , . ... ... ,2,00
grilled onions, , .. . ... . , .. ... , .. , , .. .. .... ,~5
baked potatoe... . : , . . , ....... . ......... 1,~5
,.. (with sour cream & butter)

Jeff Robben-Men's Soccer '
. '. J~ff Robben has eight shutouts
thiS seas.onand29 in his carreroOne
()f thdse shut6uts came a,gaiIlst
Jacksonville, Robben mad,e three
saves, , thariks iri part til a
tenacious defense.

SPEACIL TY SANDWICHES
... sandwiches come with a fresh
cold salad
.

BURGERS
... burgers come with a fressh salad

the blue saloon burger ............ . .... 2.00
... 1/3 ib of ground chuck,
grilled how you like It
w/american cheese, ..... ; ............. 2.50
the WEDGE burger . . ,,,, ................ 4.25
... 1/2 ib of ground chuck topped with
two cheese and your choice of'bacon
or mUShroom topping

mAPS
the WEDGE salad, . . ........ .. .. .. ..... 1.50
,. dinner salad. , . ... . . . . ... , . ....... . . . .....95
chef salad ....... ,,,., .... . ............. 4.25

baked rigatoni. .... , .. . ... . . . ... . .... . .. 4.50
linquini with clam sauce. , .. , .... . ... . . . 6,50
.pasta primavera ....... .. ... . ... ... , n ".s.oo.
ENTREES
... served with baked patatoe and
vegetable of the day

new york strip . . . ....... . .... . . .... . . ... 8.95
londoin broil. .. .. , ... , . ... .. ... . . ....... 6.20
shrimp saute ',' ..... , . .. ... . . , ...... , ... 6.95
cod.fish filet .. . ......... . .. .. ........ . .. 6.25
chicken ala daln ... . . . ... . . .. .. . ........ 7.25
tariaki chicken ........ ; .. , .... . . . ... , .. 7.50

soups.Jhomemade)
ox tail, ....... . ......... " . , . .... " .. .. .. 2.25
soup of the day .................... . .-;,; . 2.00,

15-13, U ':U, 10-15. 15-7
ask ~bout our "terrific

de~erts"l

~
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SGA
Help Wanted
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The
MeAtal
Health
. Association
is
inter",Iewimg volunteers for 11'5
COMPEER program - a
unique
program
that
matches
community
volunteers with mental
health patients in a one-todne
friendship
relato[lship.
Ideal
for
individuals considering a
career in hUman services.
Contact Pat at 773-1399
..from gam-5pm.

PROFESSIONAL
PROlYPING/WORD
CESSING. Reasonable.
Fast. Any type of work
accepted. Pick-up and
delivery
available,
Academic manuscripts my
specialty. Will do resumes
and cover letters. Karen
867-6841.
,Students Jobs (around
classes & parties). Can ave
$75-$1-50/wk. easily with ,
convenient flexible hours.
No exp., we train', on
busline. Start today. 7813400.

HIRINGI Federal government jobs In your area and
overseas.
Many
immediate
openings
without waiting list or·test.
$15, 68,000. Phone call
refundable. (602) 8388885. Ext. 6729.

AMATEUR
FEMALE
MODELS WANTED for
figure photography. Send
descriptive letter and/or
766,
photo
to
Box
Hazelwood MO 63044.

Opportunity in the Travel
Industry. The number 1
college tour ' operator is
looking for an efficient, responsible, and organized
campus representative to
market a Spring Break trip
on campus. Earn free trips,
and . good commissions.
For more information call
1-800-999-4300.
•

UM-St. Louis students!!!
We have the perfect job for
your Part-time evening
work phoning graduates of
the University of MO. Job
provides very flexible
schedule, up to $6.00 an
hour, and a friendly, enjoyable work atmosphere,
Call 531-4441!1!

On-campus travel representative or organization needed to prom ote
Spring Break trip to Florida
or Texas. Earn money, free
trips, and valuable work
experience. Call InterCampus Programs: 1800-433-77 4 7.

CQunselors needed for
recre'atlon programs on
Saturdays, 9:30 am-2:30
pm for two, ten week
sessions.
Work
with
individuals diagnosed as
MR/BD. Experience preferred. Call the SI. Louis
A.R.C. Leisure Services
Department (569-2211)
for further information
and application.

SPRING BREAK TOUR
PROMOTER-ESCORT.
Energetic person, (M/F), to
take sign,ups for our
Florida tours. We furnish
all materials for a successful promotion. Good PAY
and FUN. Call CAMPUS
MARKETING at 1-800777-2270.

Dodge 383 C.1. engine In
parts. Will sell tOgether
$100 or as parts. Dodge
slant 6 cyl. head $25 in
good ' working condition.
Scott 553-517 4.

FEDERAL, STATE, Overseas ' Jobs. $9,811 ,
$86,682/yr. Now , Hiring!
Hollines. Federal List (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. R2000
I

. Hospital bed, walker,.portable potty chair, and mise.
supplies. All in excellent
condition. Call 5174 or
532-7184

Miscellaneous
??TERM
PAPER,
THESIS DUE?? Then It's
time to get serious about
getting first rate assistance. Let me -help ' you
with that report, paper,
thesis, whose deadline Is
fast approaching. Word
processing at student
RAM.
rates.
CALL
EVENINGS, 863-2241 .

For Sale

LlTMAG, the HM-S!. Louis
student literary magazine
is seeking submissions.
WOUld you like a chance to
see ·your work In print?
Submit a poem, short
story, photo, ete. to LlTMAG. Leave submissions
in the LlTMAG box in
English dept: 4th. floor
Lucas or 2nd. floor University Center.

To the tall, dark, and
handsome guy with the
gray snoopy gym bag Don't be so shy. I'd like to
get to know you betterl
From the lady in red with
dark brown hair.
The H-men of GRUMASS
say why ' the cencorship
boys?! Drug testing is a hot
topic these days. So
instead the band had to
quickly release the 13-slde
'The Ballad of the Vending
Machine Condom'. P.S.
Never say forever babe.
To the Schmitt dog comes
this'
dedication,'Urine
Sample Syndrome (The
empty cup fallacy)'. Nice
display of bodycontrol you
throut pile up! P.S. Hey its
tollgh to fill up. Signed, the
lads of H-men.

AKC Registered Chinese
Chow Cf:l,tlws for sale.
Males ana Females with
papers. Tan/Cinnamon/
Red in color. Please contact: Denise C. (231-5613
after 5 pm on weekdays).

DELTA SIGMA PI - A Professional Business Fraternity. Come join us.
In the Halloween mood,
Grumass released their
seasonal offerings to all
the little tykes out there.
'Dressed up as the Huber
bottler' and 'Bobby. Bobby.
Pumpkin chucker',are just
in lime for your trick or
treat listening pleasure .
Signed H-men.

IBEAllCH
1fORMA1II
Largest Ubrsry of information In U.S. -

Personal
END OF THE MONTH
1 BR.
SPECIAL.
TOWNHOUSE
$265
RANGE,
REFRIG,
CABLE,NC. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 2550 LUCAS &
HUNT RD. 385-0728.

Connie from Baldini's
Spanish. Hello! Mark, just
wanted all of UMSL to
know life OTDS is wonderful with you. MMKH. Hose,
cheer up guy! Brad, get a
womwn who likes Poiol
Kim, Sue, Tina, Doris,
TKE
Danita
Hello.
Woman.

Aimee, a dress only a
vision of beauty could
wear. I could score it an A
plusl J

III SUbj8CtS
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that the program board will select its own chair."
In a memo to the Office of Student
Activities, Berhorst stated that SGA
does have the right to select a chair
since UPB is a standing committee
of SGA.
The SGA bylaws state:'',Standing
Committee chairpersons shall be
elected by the Assembly from
among the Assembly at the first
meeting of the Assembly or when a
vacan cy occurs ."
In the memo , Berhorst also
explained that UPB would be like
other standing committees in that
they would be "separate but
equal. "
Jennifer Horan was elected to be
the interim-chair of UPB until a ,
motion can be made in the General
Assembly
seeking
further
nominations. Horan will organize '
the group an.d establish operating
guidelines ' that the UPB can
operate under .

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

800-351-0222
in Gali!. (213)4)7.8225

Mort Mort, Good Luck. See
you 9th. floor- tower. Radi·
cal F.

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Inforlllllllon
11322 ldaoo Ave, 1f200·A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

BONANZA
Steak.Chicken.Seafood.SaJad
GOOD ONLY ·AT
NORMANDY MO.
8211 So. Florissant Rd.
Across From UM-St. Louis
(314) 521-8877

f - - - - - - - --

Special
For UM-St. Louis.
- -- -- - - -- - --.
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With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar I
and Soft Serve Dessert :

Offer Includes entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat from ou r
fabulOUS freshtastik.s Food Sar. Not valid with any other coupon or di scount
Coupon good only at partlclpating Normandy BONANZA Family Restaurants.

OHe r includes all you can eat from ourfabulous FreshtasUks F.ood. Bar. Not'w'alid
with any other coupon or discount Coupon good only at partiCipating Normandy
t
. BONANZA Family Restauran s.

IS

IS

Introducing FRESH Baked

OTISSPUNKMEYER COOKIES

2 cookies
$1.09

BONANZA

•

•

&

11 am.-4 p.rn .. Monday-Saturday.
OHer expires November 10, 1988.

Normandy·Bank

University of Missouri-St.Louis
Dining Services

1 6 Oz_ Beverage

And Soft Serve Dessert

I
I

Good all day, 7 days. week.
Offer expires Nov&mber 10, 1988.

3/99¢
or
35¢ each

~

Freshtastiks '
F dB
00
ar

NOW OPEN

Boz. coffee

in the

&
2 cookies
99¢

University Center Lobby

New York Seltzer Water
&
2 cookies
$1.39

Monday thru Friday
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

MARILLAC FOOD SERVICE
Monday - Thursday 7:30am-6:30pm
Friday 7:30am-2:00pm

UNDERGROUND FOOD SERVICE
Monday - Thursday 7 :30 am- 7:00pm
Friday 7:30 am- 2:00pm

We Will Cash
Small Personal Checks

University Food Services operated by Morrison's Custom Mgt.

,----------------------------------- ,
I
I

,
I
I

II
I
I

:I(che.e se 20¢ extra)
I

I

PURCHASE
QUARTER POUNDER AND LARGE FRIES
,
16 oz BEVERAGE
ONLY
$2.39
(with this coupon)

I

I
I
I

,
I
I
I

Expires 11-30-88'
,

I
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CURRENT

Praise For ABC Effort
Several of our editors the other day were qiscussing something
that we could all agree on: education and the need to instill a desire
to learn in schoolchildren. When a group of individuals as diverse in
views as this newspaper staff can concur on anything, the issue is
perhaps as close to universal as it can get.
The discussion arose from a news item on today's page one, written by Terence Small, discussing the Associated Black Collegians'
plan to visit four predominantly black St. Louis City public high
schools to stress to students the importance of advancing their
educations.
ABC should be commended for their initiative. The plan, a student
auxilliary to Chancellor Marguerite Barnett's Partnerships For
Progress, will help poor students' see the value of education in
advancing themselves from lives that can certainly by described
as grim.
But, as our editors agreed, the prospects of making a great impact
are not gOOd. Many students in today's public schools are not going to
be very receptive to the idea for one key reason: the decline of discipline in the classroom.
As one of our editors pointed out, discipline, even in the few short
years since he was attending high school, seems to have declined
tremendously. A few years ago, a student who swore at his teacher or
blurted out inappropriate remarks would have been severely disciplined. Today such behavior is commonplace.
Many public schools, however, have taken steps to improve the
learning environment by enforcing strict, school-wide disciplinary
practices, commonly known as assertive discipline.
These steps are vital if teachers are to be allowed to teach and
students are to be allowed to learn.
The organization's effort is a noble one in the face of the
classroom chaos that some ABC members can expect. The sense of
community expressed by ABC members - students helping other
students - is praiseworthy.
Government is often criticized for failing to end poverty,
illiteracy and many other social evils. Yet even the most ambitious
government programs cannot work without addition support and
effort from the community. People who have overcome obstacles
peculiar to their community can offer both insight and reassurance
to those struggling within their communities This is something no
amount of government effort can be expected to achieve.
Nevertheless, if ABC's effort makes contact with 1,000 students
and has an impact on only 10, their effort will not have been in
vain.

Be Informed And Vote
In less than two weeks, Americans will be going to the voting
booths by the millions to cast their ballots for candidates for president. for U.S. senators and representatives, for countless local and
state offices. But amid the flurry of excitement on Election Day is a
uniquely American tragedy: far fewer voters than .are eligible
will vote.
By some estimates this year's election turnout is expected to be
one of the lowest in 40 years. As few as 40 percent of voting-age
citizens are expected to vote for the most significant offices in this
country. Many of those who will not cast ballots are college students.
This is indeed shameful.
One would expect college students to be among the most wellinformed and concerned about political issues of the day. One would
also think college students would be some of the most concerned
citizens regarding the direction their country, their states and their
cities will take in the future. They are, after all, the future leaders of
this nation.
While it is too late to register to vote, those students who have
registered should consider their duty and get out and vote.
One more consideration: voting without being informed on the
issues is a dangerous game. Time is still left at least to read up on
some of the most important issues to be decided in the Nov. 8
election.
Take the time to be informed and be sure to exercise your
national right.

,WCURRENT
Blue Metal Office Building
B001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Mo. 63121
Phone: (314) 553-5174

All materials contained within this issue
are the property 01 the Current and can
not be reproduced or reprinted without
the expressed written consent of the
Current and its staff.

The Current is published weekly on Thursdays. Advertising rates are available upon request by contacting the Current Business Office at (314) 5535175. Space reservations for advertisements must be received by noon
Monday prior to the date of publication.
The Current, financed in part by student activities fees, is not an official
publication 01 the University 01 Missouri. The university is not responsible lor
the Current's contents and policies.
.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion olthe editorial staff. Articles
labeled "commentary" or "column" are the opinion 01 the individual writer.
Copyright by the Current, 1988
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'Bullwinkle' Bush Pulls His Policies Out Of A Hat
Lawrence Mosblech
As a product of the television age I
relate modern times to Saturday
morning cartoons of my youth.
When I listen to Vice President
George Bush talk about using a
"flexible freeze" to reduce the
federal deficit I think of Bullwiokle's famous line: "watch me pull a
rabbit out o'my hat." Many other
things about the Republican candidate's campaign also remind me
of a would-be illusionist.
In the years of the Reagan
administration the national debt
has grown faster and farther than
ever imaginable when the 1980
Republican candidate for president
made campaign promises to
balance the budget and reduce trade
deficits with leading industrial
nations. The vice president learned
a valuable lesson about campaign
promises from his boss.
In 1988 Vice President Bush proposes to "stay the course" of the present administration which will send
us deeper into debt on paper and in
the goods traded. The benefit of this
policy is that the Yen will grow in
value, and we can expect increas.ed
tourist trade from Japan.
Of course, increased tourist trade
will open up more employment
opportunities for service workers in
hotels and restau~ants. The special

Guest Editorial
incentive in this is that service
industry jobs involve a lot less training than all those technical jobs
being eliminated by trade sanctions
still imposed by U.S. trading
partners. This allows us to cut back
even more on federal aid for education. It takes imagination but we ,can:
see how domestic needs are reduced
by excessive spending on superfluous defense systems.
This is not the way that Mr. Bush
talks about his plans to balance the
budget and reduce the'national debt,
but it is a possible translaWm: of
"stay the course and incorporate a
flexible." Perhaps what Bush really
means is that he doesn't know how to
balance the budget without raising
taxes, reducing defense spending or
cracking down on corporations that
don't pay taxes.
What the vice president does
know and has been able to state firmly is that the Democratic candidate for president, Governor
Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts,
would make a bad president
because he is weak on crime.

However, Bush's reasoning is faulty·
in this assertion. He accuses
Dukakis of being responsible for the
furlough program that allowed a
convicted murderer to escape and
rape a woman. The furlough program had been set up by Gov.
Dukakis' Republican predecessor;
Dukakis was in no way responsible
for the convict's escape. Reviewing
the negativity of the Bush campaign
we might assume that he learned his
lessons about political ethics from
the Nixon administration whose
1972 campaign was successful even
though it was full of bugs.
It was prohably from the Nixon
administration that Bush learned to
be so conservative. Once considered a liberal Republican, Bush
lost his bid for the Senate to conservative Democrat Lloyd Bentsen in
1970. Spiro Agnew, then vice president to Richard' Nixon, offered to
campaign for Bush put the congressman refused to allow himself
to be aligned with such a conservative administration.

Now tied to a conservative
administration, the lesson Bush has
learned best from President Reagan
is his '·shoot from the hip and ask
questions later" style of decision
making. This is apparent in his
choice of running mate for 1988.
When the selection of Senator S.
Danforth Quail of Indiana was
announced many political analysts
agreed that Bush had made a mistake by not choosing a mt;Jre
experienced candidate for vice
president. It was believed that
voters would have trouble imagining Sen. Quail as a commander-inchief of our proud nation. However,
those doubts have been magically
erased and the vice president is taking a commanding lead in the polls
despite what was thought to be a
major political blunder.
The Republican ticket has magic
on its side. It took magic to get Sen.
Quail into law school and magic to
make Vice President Bush conservative. Theyuse magic to make Gov.
Dukakis look unqualified, even
though he has more experience at
balancing budget than Bush has
silly names for make-believe
policy.
The illusion can end November
8.

"Hey Danny, watch me pull a victory out o'my hat. Nuttin' up
m'sleeve ... "

...------------------......---------------------------------------------------------------------------

LETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLE1
Being Liberal Isn't So Bad, But Then Again ...
To the editor:

I would just like to start by thanking John Kilgore, specials projects
editor of the Current. I have been
just about to write a piece for this
paper for about six weeks; but is
wasn't until I read his editorial
entitled "How Do You Spell No Respect? L-I-B-E-R-A-L" [Oct. 20] that
I finally had to talk back.
The only trouble was, I didn't
know where to begin. While Mr.
Kilgore's· article contains many
catchy phrases and certainly seems
heartfelt, it didn't seem to me to
focus on any particular point.
However, being an English major, I
was not daunted by a difficult writing assignment and decided to try
another approach.
Instead of launching a counter-attack, I will try to respond to the
editorial point-by-point. To begin
then ...
I knew I was in trouble when, in
the second paragraph, I caught a
reference to Vice President Bush's
"deperate attempt to get himself
elected president." I agree that the
vice president is working very hard
in his campaign, but Governor
Dukakis seems to be working hard,
too.
I wonder what criteria you used to
distinguish a "desperate attempt"
from a legitimate bid for the White
House. After all, it isn't like Mr.
Bush needs the work.
Now, before I get to the part where
you list the l------'s gifts to society, I
would like to state the official
Republican position of taking
offense at the opposition's beginning two thirds of its sentences with,
"But, . George ... " or "Listen,
George ... " or some derivative. We
try to show our respect for you candidate by referring to him by an appropriate title rather than, "Hey,
Mike .... " I would hope that, in the interest of keeping a little dignity in
the campaign, you could do the
same .

IJuKAK/S'S
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"It wasn't until Dukakis .
started stomping his
foot and holding his
breath every time the 'L'
word was mentioned
that it became an effective insult. I have plenty
of liberal friends who
will say so freely and
proudly. This is their
ideology and they like

it." .
. But getting back to the article - 1
won't try to argue with you claiming
all social and civil rights Issues as
liberal territory. That would
require a more detailed discussion,
and since you mostly stayed away
from details, I'll do the same.
However, to exchange tit for tat, I
should point out that the liberals are
also the ones who brought us the
Soviet grain embargo (Carter), the
Iranian hostage crisis (Carter), the
Vietnam War (Johnson), and the
Korean conflict (Truman). And,
whil> we're on the subject, Democratic preSidents were in office when
we entered World War I (Wilson) and
World War II (Roosevelt).
The only time since the rise of the
two-party system that a Republican
president has ushered America into
a war was in 1861 when Abraham
Lincoln led us into battle over that
liberal ideal, civil rights.
As far as liberals promoting
friendly relations with the Soviets, I
have to wonder. Toward the end of
your editorial you refer to them as
the ' "Evil Empire." For someone
promoting friendly relations I think
you might have picked a friendlier
term. I
But for good relations with the
U.S. S.R.let's talk INF Treaty. I canrt

think of a better way to advance
friendship than beating swords into
plowshares - or medium-range
missiles into scrap iron. I have
heard people slamming the treaty,
saying that it is "an illusion," but the
fact is that there used to be U.S. and
Soviet missiles in Europe and there
aren't any more.
I don't care if the agreement was
for each side to throwaway one
bullet. The treaty is an important
. accomplishment because a) that's
one less bullet to worry about and b)
it set a precedent. It is a place to
start. This solid, on-paper, practiced agreement is incomparably
better than the most ambitious
nuclear and conventional arms
elimination act that is only dreamed
of, for the simple reason that it is
real.
On to the topic of balanced
budgets. I won't argue the facts that
the federa-l budget is a mighty big
number and that Governor Dukakis
has managed to balance his state
budget since the time of dawn.
But let me refer you to that liberal
guru Gene McCarthy. In his book
"Required Reading" (have you read
it?) he ' says that governors should
hot be elected president on merit of
having balanced their state's budget

a dozen years in a row. He points out
that a) the federal budget is a completely different species of animal
and b) governors are required by
law to balance their budgets.
Now since McCarthy said it, I feel
compelled to doubt it, but I suppose
I------s should take it as gospel. By
the way, both Ronald Reagan and
George Bush support a constitutional amendment requiring a
balanced federal budget.
I'm going to pass over your comment about conservatives "stealing
all the good ideas." Considering the
last time I heard an argument like
that, the only appropriate response
seems to be ··Oh, yeah?!"
After this comment you get to
what I ~hought was going to be the
point of the article - why is the term
"liberal" being treated as an insult
in this campaign? You , asked the
question and then steered off into a
commentary on the American taxpayer being too dense to see the
truth about defense spending.
But in case anybody who read
your piece was disappointed in not
getting th~ question answered, I'll
answer it now. George Bush did not
intend to u~e "liberal" as a snappy
put-down s·uitable for those "sound
bites" that the evening news programs are so fond of. He simply
wanted to poiM out the differences
between himself and the governor of
Massachusetts
and
their
approaches to major issues.
It wasn't until Dukakis started ·
stomping his foot and holding his
breath every time the word was
mentioned that it became effective
as an insulL I have plenty of liberal
frj ends who will say so freely and
proudly. This is their ideology and ,
they like it. I don't get bent when ·
people caU me a conservative. So ~e
is your presidential candidate wtio
has given "liberal" a bad name. \If
you want to know why he hates it sO'
much you'll have to ask him.
·Jessica Hereford
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Vice~
by William J. Bennett

Virtue Still Found In Governmen t

When I was a professor of law and philosophy, my area of special interest
was ethics and political philosophy, and in particular, American political
th.o ught. In my undergraduate courses, my students and I always read at
least some of "The Federalist. "
One of the issues we ipevitably discussed was the founders' view of the
importance of character in government, what they unembarrassedly cailed
the need for virtue. We debated whether men of good character could be
active in politics, given the compromises so often demanded of those in
politics.
I've since had the unusual opportunity to be a professor of political
philosoIJhy who has now lived for a time in the political world. And as I prepared to leave my government post, I found myself again reflecting on the
questions of character and American political life that my students often
asked - that I often asked - more than a decade ago.
The founders were realistic people. They knew about human frailty, so
they gave us a system of government to protect against the weaknesses and
"dupliCities" of human nature. "Enlightened statesmen will not always be
at the helm," Madison conceded. But clearly he expected men of virtue - he
had before him, afJer all, the example of George Washington - to be active
in politiCS.
The principle is summarized in "Federalist" 55: "as there is a degree of
depravity in mankind which requires a certain degree of circumspection
and distrust , so there are other qualities in human nature which justify a .
certain portion of esteem and confidence. Republi~an government presupposes the existence of these qualities in a higher degree than any other
form ."
During my academic years , I remember detecting in my colleagues and
students a fair amount of suspicion about the founders ' hope. Should
Madison and company have presupposed even a modest portion of virtue in
our leaders?
My government experie9-ce over the last several years convinces me that
the founders ' hope was well placed, their realism well justified. What one
finds in Washington today is exactly what Madison found some two centuries ago: some degree of depravity , self-interest, and ignorance of the

public good, but also a fair degree of honesty, character, and constancy. In
short, some vice and some virtue.
I've seen public officials of diverse political stripes with the virtues the
founders described: reliability, resiliency, integrity , a steadiness of disposition. These are individuals who can't be daunted or bribed , men and
women who express the same view in one part of the country that they
express in another part of the country , who don 't change their views for
reasons of self-interest, but only by force of sound argument and evidence .

My observation stems not from partisanship, because I've seen vice and vir. tue distributed on both sides of the aisle .
Character is an individual matter, not aparty or ideological matter. You
will find character in individuals like Representative William Natcher of
I}~ntucky and Senator Bill Bradley of New Jersey,iboth Democrats, and you
Will find character in Representative Henry Hyde of Illinois and Senator
Alan Simps on of Wyoming , both Republicans. My dealings with the,se men
have provided encouraging lessons about the very questions of governance
that so worried my students a decade ago.
These individuals and others like them - not only in Congress, but also in
the executive and judicial branches - prove that when you go to Washington
you needn't leave your character behind. They also explode the myth that
you can't be effective and decent and honorable at the same time.
My time in Washington has reminded me of the good sense -the common
sense - of the American people. As secretary of education I traveled lip and
down and back and forth across this country, talking to students, teachers
and parents. And everywhere I've gone, I've found our people to be thoughtful about their own lives and about national affairs. I suppose the thing that
I've been most surprised by is how many politicians continually underestimate the intelligence of the American people. They think they have to
speak down to them , to make political issues simple , to put everything in
terms of sl ogans. But you can speak directly to the American people. You
can tell them what is on your mind. You can engage in a vigorous public
debate about important public issues .
Paul Buchan wrote long ago that "politics is still the greatest and the most
honorable adventure ." Public life affords y ou the opportunity to act on your
conviction s, to act on your ide als, to act on yo ur ideas.
Take it, then , from a product of the academy Don 't pay heed to the cynics ,
many of wh om make their home within th e academy , who di sparage or belittle publi c service and public servants . If you 're inclined to enter public life ,
my advice is : do it. Do it with honor, do it with pride , and do it with a high
sense of public duty. I haven 't regretted my public service for a moment: On
the contrary, I've had the time of my life.
(William Bennett left his position as U.S. secretary of education on Sept. 20.
This article was distributed by the Collegiate Network.)

Fear And Loafing At The Polls; Loathing At The Lots .
.
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J. Sih
reporter
I'm
disappointed ,
campers .
Really, really disappointed. Looks
like our campus has the same damn
problem as the rest of the U.S.
Namely, that voter apathy which
allows an inexcusably small fraction of the voting population (onetwelfth of the student body , in
UMSL's case) to make a decision for
the rest of the comm unity. If it 's not
apathy, what the hell IS IT then?
Lethargy? Disenchantment? Lazi-

ness? Bad biorhthyms?
Sure, the voting system here on
campus
COUld.
stand
some
improvements. More and bigger
voting tables with more people to
attend them . Putting those ballot
boxes and those tables in more
buildings on the two campuses.
Holding the elections during midterms so that the maximum number
of students could be reached. . .
Those who don't vote give up a
considerable measure of autonomy.
To those of you who do vote in UMSL
issues and also in the regular
nati onal and loc al elections, much
thanks . I encourage you to bring a
friend who is a registered voter with
you onyournextjourneythroughthe
democratic process.
Voting can be pleasant. If time
permits , you and your friend can go
to lunch or something. Restaurants
don 't sell liquor during national and

local elections; they have to wait
until the polls close. But it can still
be a fun lunch anyway . You don 't
have to talk politics (even if you are
friends) . JUST FIND SOME TIMEto
do something for yourself and your
country. If your boss won't let you
have some time off for you to exe r cise your right to vote , quit your job.
Your boss is a goon . Tell him I
said so.
:
Or dare him to come with you to
vote. Iguess what I'm trying to say is
that I don't want a repeat of this ten
or twenty or thirty percent voter turnout in November when we have to
choose between Mike and George.
Yeah, I read the pap ~rs. I know that
this referendum ho i the largest
voter turnout in a lon~ time her e on
campus. BUT 1,000 OUTTA 12,000
AIN'T GOOD ENUFF. I don 't want to
hear this "voting is the opiate of the
masses " jive either. If you're for a

True-Life Confessions:
by E.C. Earth-Spirit
contributor
"I'm working on stage three.
Where are you ?" the man next to
me boasts .
"Oh, I'm clear to stage seven," I
smugly reply . "Before the semester
is over I plan to be all the way to the
thirteenth, and final , stage."
Then I lean back in my chair and
gloat a whole lot. That's where my
dream ends, and mid-semester
reality set in. ·
Fresh (?) from four and a half
hours sleep I careen off the wall on
my way to the bathroom . After
splashing copious amounts of icy
water in the general direction of my
face, I pradice orienteering to discover thE: whereabouts of my
kitchen.
While waiting for the water to boil
I hold up the south wall with my
shoulder and muse on the meaning
of my dream. What if there really
were a GPA Anonymous group
meeting? What if I actually could

shake the notion that a "e" is fate
worse than death? What if - but no ,
that would be totally impo,ssible .
Still, it wouldn't hurt to try to
make it from one class period to the
next without thinking that one
wrong answer ' to an instructor's
query means virtually the end of
the world.
Also, it might not be such a bad
idea to entertain the notion that it's
not absolutely essential to record
every syllable of wisdom wending
its way from the professor's vocal
cords to my auditory receptacle.
And maybe, just maybe I could
eventually find myself in the place
where I would not feel the urgent
need to read every book that the !ibrary possesses on a particular
topic before writing a three-page
paper.
While I'm daydreaming the kettle
boils dry and I burn my hand rescuing it from the flame . Well, no time
for breakfast anyway. If I hurry I can
just catch that genius in the first row
and beg to see her history notes.

******************************************************t

*

~

The whole thing started wh en the
student death toll reached what the
UMSL chancellor called "unacceptable proportions. " Students were
doing drive-by shootings for a parking space . The usual method of coming at 6 a.m. to find a place in Lot H
no longerworked. People were sel\ ing prime parking spaces to each
other during the peak hours, 8 am to
2 pm. The practice of following a
student to his/her car and then zipping into the freshly vacated space
was not working-too many bystanders were getting hurt in the
crossfire. '
-

The 1990 enrollment, fall semester: 18 ,403. The new ten-story parking garage is scheduled to be
finished in 1992. The estimated
enrollment for that year: 20,000
students . Students from areas with a
hi gh census of fellow UMSLites
mu st com Illy with mandatory carpools or face a revo cation of library
priv ele ges. For r e peat offenders,
hour s of univ er s ity service, like
spot-welding th e ex isting UMSL
garages. Th e body co unt goes down .
. temp or arily. Calm seems to be
r esto red. The a cc us at ions that the
univ ers ity was overe nr olling fade
lik e so mu ch RUSTOLE lJM over
ru st.
My dr eam end ed with a kn ock on
the door. Th e Boss was calling m e to
y n more sandbags.

seat at the table in the library where
the math whizzes do their
homework.
Or maybe I'll c atch my English

instructor before she leaves and
offer to wash her car. If that won 't
work I'll grovel just a bit. Nothing
too obsequious , you understand. My
experience says a light tou ch works
pest. No t ears . That's been
overused. Al so, easy on the sad
stories.
Just one itty-bitty point mor e and
I'll be happy . Well, maybe two . Two,
that's it. No .need to be greedy . But
wait , maybe I should work for three
more' points , since it never hurts to
have a little GPA in reserve for
those unforeseen emergenCies.
What if the instructor in th e
philosophy course that I've signed
up for, the one that I've been assured
is an easy grader, goes off to the Far
East, to be replaced by Altila the
Hun?
What if I contract a mysterious
viral disease that causes amnesia of
the written work forty-seven
minutes after I read it?
What if - but now it's heavy sweat
and hand-tremble time.
If only I had started out with a

light load those first two semesters.
But no, nother but maximum credit
hours would do.
If only I had had a more competent lab partner in chemistry
instead of one who caused the building to be evacuated twice before
dropping out.
If only I hadn't sold that old junker
of a car to the TA who ended up
teaching my general psych class.
Weil, there's no hope for it. Unless
- unl ess, yeah, that's the ticket!
Now, where's that brochure I had for
all those services the Counseling
Office provides? Peer counseling,
test anxiety sessions , short-term
co unseling - hm, maybe they've got
something over there in 427 SSB for
GPAjunkies. Wouldn 't hurt to call.
Let 's s ee - oh, there it is, 5535711 .

Do yo u su ppose they take basket
cases? No harm in trying. I've got no
pl ac e to go but up , or is that down?
I'm so confused . Somebody held the
poor stude nt.

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! J OBS!- JOBS !
UM-ST. LOU IS STU DENTS

*

i* ALL STU DE NTS! i*
**
***

The plans call for a stat ely
pleasure dome , uh, I mean a stately
PARKING GARAGE to be built next .
to the sewer lin e on the
northernmost edg e of the campus . It
will not have an elevator.

unkie T ell s All

A GPA

Then, if I skip lunch I can practice
my Spanish with Raul before he goes
to work .
And if I'm really lucky I can get a

~ATTENTION

revolution, go ahead and ' start. It's
easier and fa ster to work with the
system in place . I'm not energetic
enough to properly overthrow the
governme nt. And I protest the besmir chment of opiates.
A fragment from a dream I had a
few days ago during that big thunderstorm . . The year: 1990. The
place: here. There is a war on.
The chancellors ' meeting in
Columbia claimed to be "productive , really a success'" The vote to
raise ' chancellors' salaries was
unanimous. Various members of
UM faculty slump a little more at
their desks . The last bit of spring
has gone out of their step. They 've
been for ced to live -on instant
Ramen, peanut butter s andwiches,
and macaroni and cheese ever since'
th e referendum for the ten -story
parking garage went through on t he
St. Louis ca mpus .

YOU,HAVE:Communication skills, Enthusiasm and
a Quick Mind.

**
**
* WE OFFER: Professional Training, Public Relations

Experience, and a Friendly Enjoya bl e Work
The Last Day to Buy i Atmosphere.
i FALL COURSE BOOKS i YOU CAN: Earn up to $6.00 an hour plus incentives
~ At University Bookstore a ~nd bonuses, work2-4 nights a week, and gain experience for you r futu reo
E
Will Be
t
**
*
.
'
*
COMMUNICATOR POSITIONS A RE N OW
i November 4, 1988 f ~OPEN PHONING UNIVERS IT Y O F - -

!

<

***
*:
:

**
*:*
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MISSOURI GRADUATE S! !!

After Nove·m-ber 4, the Bookstore will not
Make the most oJ your talents with I DC, a Sa int Lou is
guarantee that the books you need for your : fundraising firm.
.
.
GOU rses wi II be in stock~
:
'CALL 531 -4441
.

;
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CURRENT

2nd ANNUAL
Customer Appreciation Day
at the
-University Bookstore

Mon Oct 31 st

.7:30am to 7:30pm

SPOOKTAC ULAR SAVINGS!
Stop by for Free:
Treats!
Soda!
Coffee!

Lots of DOOR PRIZES!

<>

--=--o --

We Appreciate You!

